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Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, “Carta atenagórica” [1690] 
 
[Given a choice between marriage or becoming a nun, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (1651-1695), 
one of the greatest intellects of the entire early modern period choose the veil. A poet, scientist, 
and musician, the cloistered Sor Juana was a well-known figure in Mexico City. She 
corresponded with many other great intellects of the day. When the bishop of Puebla criticized 
her for her interest in secular learning, she replied in this famous letter, citing the many great 
intellects, women in ages past. This narrative is unusual in another way, since it is consciously 
autobiographical, a genre not typical in the Iberian world.] 
 

I was less than three years old when my mother sent an older sister to be taught 
reading at a school for small children of the kind called Amigas. Moved by sisterly 
affection and by a mischievous spirit, I followed her; and seeing her receive instruction, I 
formed such a strong desire to read that I tried to deceive the schoolmistress, telling her 
that my mother wanted her to give me lessons. She did not believe me, since it was 
incredible but to humor me she acquiesced. I continued to come and she to teach me, no 
longer in jest but in earnest; and I learned so quickly that I already knew how to read by 
the time my mother heard about the lessons from the teacher, who had kept them secret in 
order to break the pleasant news to her and receive her reward all at once. I had concealed 
it from my mother for fear that I would be whipped for acting without permission. The 
lady who taught me still lives—God keep her—and can testify to this. 

 
I remember that at that time, although I had the healthy appetite of most children of 

that age, I would not eat cheese because I heard that it made one dull-witted, and the 
desire to learn prevailed more with me than hunger, so powerful in children. Later, at the 
age of six or seven, when I already knew how to read and write, as well as to sew and do 
other women's tasks, I heard that in Mexico City there was a university, and schools 
where the sciences were taught. No sooner had I heard this than I began to badger my 
mother with pleas that she let me put on men's clothing and go to Mexico City, where I 
could live with some relatives and attend the university. She would not do it, and quite 
rightly too, but I satisfied my desire by reading in large number of books that belonged to 
my grandfather, and neither punishments nor rebukes could stop me. Hence when I came 
to Mexico City men wondered not so much at my intelligence as at my memory and 
knowledge, at an age when it seemed I would do well to know how to talk. 

 
I began to study Latin, in which I had barely twenty lessons; and so intense was my 

application that although women (especially in the flower of their youth) naturally 
cherish the adornment of their hair, I would cut it off four or six fingers’ length, making it 
a rule that if I had not mastered a certain subject by the time it grew back, I would cut it 
off again…., for it did not seem right to me that a head so empty of knowledge, which is 
the most desirable adornment of all, should be crowned with hair. I became a nun, for 
although I knew that the religious state imposed obligations (I speak of incidentals and 
not of the fundamentals) most repugnant to my temperament, nevertheless, in view of my 
total disinclination to marriage, it was the most becoming and proper condition that I 
could choose to ensure my salvation. To achieve this I had to repress my wayward spirit, 
which wished to live alone, without any obligatory occupation that might interfere with 
the freedom of my studies or any conventual bustle that might disturb the restful quiet of 
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my books. These desires made me waver in my decision, until having been told by 
learned persons that it was temptation, with divine favor I conquered and entered the state 
which I so unworthily occupy. I thought that I had fled from myself, but—wretched 
me!—I brought myself with me and so brought my greatest enemy, that thirst for learning 
which Heaven gave me—I know not whether as a favor or chastisement, for repress it as 
I might with all the exercise that the conventual state offers, it would burst forth like 
gunpowder; and it was verified in me that privatio est causa appetitus [deprivation is the 
cause of appetite]. 

 
I renewed or rather continued (for I never truly ceased) my labors (which were my 

rest in all the leisure time that my duties left me) of reading and more reading, of 
studying and more studying, with no other teacher than the books themselves. You will 
readily comprehend how difficult it is to study from these lifeless letters, denied the 
living voice and explanation of a teacher, but I joyfully endured all this labor for love of 
learning. Ah, if it had been for love of God, as was fitting, how worthy it would have 
been! True, I sought to direct it as much as possible to His service, for my aspiration was 
to study theology, since it seemed a notable defect to me, as a Catholic, not to know all 
that can be learned in this life about the Divine Mysteries; and since I was a nun, and not 
a lay person, it seemed to me an obligation of my state to study literature… So I reasoned 
and convinced myself—though it could well be that I was only justifying hat I already 
wanted to do. And so, as I have said, I directed the steps of my studying toward the 
heights of Sacred Theology; it seemed to me that in order to arrive there I should climb 
the stairway of the human sciences and arts; for how should I understand the language of 
the Queen of Sciences if I did not know that of her handmaidens? … 

 
At one time my enemies persuaded a very saintly and guileless prelate, who believed 

that study was a matter for the Inquisition, to forbid me to study. I obeyed her (for three 
months or so that she had power over me) in what concerned my reading, but as for the 
absolute ban on study, this was not in my power to obey, for although I did not study in 
books, I studied everything that God created, and all this universal machine served me as 
a textbook. I saw nothing without reflecting upon it; everything I heard moved me to 
thought. This was true of the smallest and most material things, for since there is no 
creature, however lowly, I which one does not recognize the me fecit deus [God made 
me], so there is no object that will not arouse thought, if one considers it as one should. 
Thus I looked at and wondered about everything, so that even the people I spoke to, and 
what they said to me, aroused a thousand speculations in me. How did such a variety of 
temperaments and intellects come about, since we are all of the same species? What 
could be the hidden qualities and traits that caused these differences? If I saw a figure I 
would consider the proportion of its lines and measure it in my mind and reduce it to 
other figures. Sometimes I would walk about in the front part of a dormitory of ours (a 
very spacious room); I noticed that although the lines of its two sides were parallel and 
the ceiling was level, the lines seemed to run toward each other and the ceiling seemed to 
be lower at a distance than it was close by—from which I inferred that visual lines run 
straight but not parallel, forming a pyramidal figure. And I speculated whether this could 
be the reason that caused the ancient to wonder whether the world was a sphere or not. 
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Because although it appeared spherical, this might be an optical illusion, presenting 
concavities where they perhaps did not exist … 

 
This habit is so strong in me that I see nothing without reflecting upon it. I noticed 

two little girls playing with a top, and I had hardly seen the movement and the object 
when I began, with my usual madness, to consider the easy motion of the spherical form, 
and how the impulse, one given, continued independently of its cause, for there was the 
top dancing at a distance from the girl’s hand—the motive cause. Not content with this, I 
had some flour brought and strewn on the floor, in order to learn whether the top’s 
motion described perfect circles or not; and I discovered that they were only spiral lines 
that gradually lost their circular character as the impulse diminished. Other children were 
playing at pins (which is the most infantile game known to children). I began to study the 
figures they formed and seeing by chance, that three pins formed a triangle, I set about 
joining one to the other, remembering that this is said to have been the figure of the 
mysterious ring of Solomon, in which were depicted some shadowy hints and 
representations of the most Sacred Trinity, by virtue of which it worked many miracles; it 
is said that David's harp had the same figure and that for this reason Saul was healed by 
its sound; the harp we use today have almost the same shape. 

 
But what shall I say, my lady of the secrets of nature that I have discovered while 

cooking? I observe that an egg coheres and fries in butter or oil but breaks up in sugar 
syrup; that to keep sugar fluid it is sufficient to pour on it a little water containing a 
quince or some other sour fruit; that the yolk and white of an egg are so opposed that 
each one separately will mix with sugar, but not both together. I shall not weary you with 
such trifles, which I mention only to give you an adequate notion of my character and 
which, I am sure, will make you laugh; but, my lady, what can we women know except 
kitchen philosophy? Lupercio Leonardo aptly said: “It is possible to philosophize while 
preparing dinner.” And I often say, observing these trifles: “If Aristotle had been a cook, 
he would have written much more.” …. 

 
Although I had no need of examples, I have nevertheless been aided by the many that 

I have read about, in both divine and profane writings. For I have seen a Deborah [a 
Jewish biblical-era judge] giving laws, both military and political, and governing a people 
in which there are so many learned men. I read of that sage Queen of Sheba, so learned 
that she dared to test with enigmas the wisdom of the wisest of men, and suffered no 
reproof for it but instead was made the judge of unbelievers. I observe so many illustrious 
women—some adorned with the gift of prophecy, like Abigail; others, with that of 
persuasion, like Esther [Jewish queen who saved her people from persecution]; others 
with piety, like Rahab; others with perseverance, like Hannah, mother of [the Jewish 
prophet] Samuel; and an infinite number of others, endowed with still other kinds of 
graces and virtues. 

 
If I turn my gaze to the pagans, I first encounter the Sibyls, chosen by God to 

prophesy the principal mysteries of our faith, in verses so learned and elegant that they 
arouse our wonder. I see the Greeks adore as goddess of learning a woman like Minerva, 
daughter of the first Jupiter and teacher of all the wisdom of Athens. I see a Bola 
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Argentaria, who aided her husband Lucan to write the great “Battle of Pharsalia.” I see a 
Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, as wise as she was brave. An Aretea, the most learned 
daughter of Aristippus. A Nicostrata, inventor of Latin letters and most learned in Greek. 
An Aspasia of Miletus, who taught philosophy and rhetoric and was teacher of the 
philosopher Pericles. A Hypatia, who taught astronomy and studied for a long time in 
Alexandria. A Leontia, of Greek birth, who wrote against the philosopher Teopanrastus 
and convinced him. A Jucia, a Corinna, a Cornelia, and finally all that multitude of 
women who won renown under the names of Greeks, Muses, Phythonesses and in the end 
were nothing more than learned women, regarded and venerated as such by the ancient. 
Not to mention an infinite number of others of whom the books tell, such as the Egyptian 
Catherine [St. Catherine of Alexandria], who not only read but overcame in debate the 
wisest sages of Egypt. I see a Gertrude study, write, and teach. And there is no need to 
wander far afield, for I see a holy mother of my own order, Paula, learned in Hebrew, 
Greek, and Latin, and most skillful in interpreting the Scriptures—so much so, in fact, 
that her biographer, the great and saintly Jerome, declared himself unequal to his task. He 
said, in his usual forceful way: “If all the members of my body were tongues, they would 
not be enough to proclaim the wisdom and virtue of Paula.” 

 
[Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, “Carta atenagórica, Respuesta a Sor Filotea” translated by 
Benjamin Keen, in Latin American Civilization, Westview Press, 1986: pp. 148-152.]  
 
 
Please read to the next page for a poem by Sor Juana. 
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https://womenatthecenter.nyhistory.org/juana-ines-de-la-cruz-feminist-poet-of-new-spain/ 
 


